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Master equation approach to finding the rate-limiting steps
in biopolymer folding

Wenbing Zhang and Shi-Jie Chena)

Department of Physics and Astronomy and Department of Biochemistry, University of Missouri,
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~Received 18 September 2002; accepted 22 November 2002!

A master equation approach is developed to find the rate-limiting steps in biopolymer folding, where
the folding kinetics is described as a linear combination of basic kinetic modes determined from the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the rate matrix. Because the passage of a rate-limiting step is
intrinsically related to the folding speed, it is possible to probe and to identify the rate-limiting steps
through the folding from different unfolded initial conformations. In a master equation approach,
slow and fast folding speeds are directly correlated to the large and small contributions of the
~rate-limiting! slow kinetic modes. Because the contributions from the slow modes can be computed
from the corresponding eigenvectors, the rate-limiting steps can be identified from the eigenvectors
of the slow modes. Our rate-limiting searching method has been tested for a simplified hairpin
folding kinetics model, and it may provide a general transition state searching method for
biopolymer folding. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1538596#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A central problem in biopolymer folding kinetics is t
understand the transition states, or, the rate-limiting ste
Efficient computational methods have been developed
search for the transition states~as saddle points on the po
tential energy surface!1–4 for small molecule chemical kinet
ics, where well defined molecular structures of the react
product, and the transition state can be specified. For a m
romolecule, like a protein and an RNA molecule, howev
the molecule moves over a large region on the energy la
scape, and there are many parallel pathways that lead to
final equilibrium state of the system. As a result, the tran
tion state consists of an ensemble of rate-determining c
conformations. Such rate-determining chain conformati
often contain certain critical structural elements whose f
mation or disruption would be rate-limiting. In this paper w
present a method to search for the rate limiting steps.

To identify the rate-limiting steps has been a long sta
ing problem in biopolymer folding kinetics. Several remar
able computational methods have been developed to se
for the transition states,5–29 mostly based on Monte Carl
and molecular dynamics simulations for the folding fro
randomly chosen unfolded initial conformations. The a
proach reported in this paper is motivated by several rec
master equation based statistical mechanical models
protein30–39and RNA40,41 folding. The method reported her
can account for the complete ensemble of chain confor
tions, and thus enables rigorous and deterministic searc
for the rate-limiting steps.

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
chenshi@missouri.edu
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II. MASTER EQUATION APPROACH TO THE FOLDING
KINETICS

In a master equation description, the kinetics for t
fractional population~or the probability! pi(t) for the ith
state (i 50,1,..,V21, whereV is the total number of chain
conformations! is described as the difference between t
rates for transitions entering and leaving the state

dpi~ t !/dt5 (
j 50

V21

@kj→ i pj~ t !2ki→ j pi~ t !#,

wherekj→ i andki→ j are the rate constants for the respect
transitions. The above master equation has an equivalent
trix form: dp(t)/dt5M•p(t), wherep(t) is the fractional
populational vector col (p0(t),p1(t), . . . ,pV21(t)), M is the
rate matrix defined asMi j 5ki→ j for iÞ j and Mi j

52( lÞ ikil for i 5 j .
For a given initial folding conditionc at t50, the master

equation solution yields the following populational kineti
p(t) for t.0:

p~ t !5 (
m50

V21

Cm
(c) nm e2lmt, ~1!

where2lm andnm are themth eigenvalue and eigenvecto
of the rate matrixM .42 The eigenmodes are labeled accor
ing to the monotonically decreasing order of the eigenval
(2lm): 05l0,l1<l2< . . . <lV21 . The eigenvectorn0

for the equilibrium modem50 gives the equilibrium popu-
lational distribution.

According to Eq. 1, the overall folding kinetics is a lin
ear combination of theV kinetic modes weighted by the
coefficient Cm

(c) . Therefore, the coefficientCm
(c) represents

the contribution from themth mode to the overall kinetics
Each kinetic modem in Eq. ~1! represents an elementar
il:
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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concerted kinetic process~of ratelm) in which the popula-
tional variation of each state is proportional to the respec
component in the eigenvectornm .

If there exists a large gap between the eigenvalues
group of slow modes of smalllm values and the eigenvalue
of the fast modes of largelm values~see Fig. 1!, the overall
folding would be rate limited by the slow modes, and t
folding reaction would show multiple time scales kinetic
the molecule undergoes a fast initial relaxation due to the
kinetic modes, followed by a slow rate-determining proce
due to the slow kinetic modes at a later stage. Especiall
there exists a single distinctive slow kinetic modems , the
single slow kinetic modems gives the bottleneck kinetic ste
and the overall folding time is given byt fold;lms

21.

For an initial statec defined by the populational distri
butionp(0) at t50, according to the orthogonality conditio
of the eigenvectors, the weighting coefficientsCm

(c) in Eq. 1
can be determined by the following equation:

Cm
(c)5 (

i 50

V21

pi~0!nm
( i )/n0

( i ) ,

wherenm
( i ) , n0

( i ) , andpi(0) are theith components of vector
nm , n0 , and p(0), respectively. Especially, for a folding
process starting from a specific conformationc (c
50,1,2,. . . ,V21) such that the initial populational sta
p(0) is given by vector~0, . . . ,0, 1 ~the cth component!,

FIG. 1. A large gap between the eigenvalues of the~rate-determining! slow
modes and those of the fast modes.
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0, . . . 0!, the weighting coefficientCm
(c) can be conveniently

computed from the eigenvectors:Cm
(c)5nm

(c)/n0
(c) .

III. MODEL AND METHODS

A rate-limiting step can be the formation or breaking
a critical structure~e.g., a specific base pair in RNA folding!
such that the folding will proceed quickly once such a cr
cal structure is formed or disrupted. A folding process c
involve multiple rate-limiting steps. In the following, we us
a single rate-limiting step to illustrate the idea. We will lat
show that the same approach can be applied to the fold
kinetics involving multiple rate-limiting steps. As shown i
Fig. 2, for a single rate-limiting process:

~1! if the formation of a critical intrachain contact (a,b) is
an ~on-pathway! folding rate-limiting step~e.g., the for-
mation of a nucleus in the nucleation process!, folding
starting from any of the conformations that contain t
(a,b) contact would be fast;

~2! if the disruption of a critical intrachain contact (c,d) is
an ~off-pathway! folding rate-limiting step~e.g., break-
ing a kinetic trap!, folding starting from any of the con
formations that contain the (c,d) contact would be slow.

So the on-pathway and off-pathway rate-limiting steps c
be identified by searching for the common contacts c
tained in the fast and slow folding conformations.

Because the rate matrix and the master equation acc
for the complete ensemble of chain conformations, the eig
values and eigenvectors can give the populational kine
for each and every state for any given initial conformatio
We can exactly exhaustively enumerate the possible con
mations to find out all the fast and slow folding conform
tions. However, as we present in the following, such exha
tive information about the fast and slow foldin
conformations is effectively contained in the eigenvectors
the slow modes.

We denote the~single! slow mode as themsth mode, i.e.,
lms

!lm(mÞ0,ms). The folding speed is directly correlate

to the weighting coefficientCms

(c) in Eq. ~1! because of the

following reason. The folding reaction starting from the in
tial conformationc would be slow if the process is domi-
s
ll
FIG. 2. ~a! If the formation of a critical base pair (a,b)
is a ~on-pathway! rate-limiting step~e.g., for nucle-
ation!, folding starting from any of the conformation
that contain the (a,b) base pair would be fast, and a
conformations that lead tofast folding would contain
the rate-limiting base pair (a,b) ~if there is a single
rate-limiting step!. ~b! If the breaking of a critical base
pair (c,d) is a ~off-pathway! rate-limiting step~to leave
a kinetic trap!, all conformations that lead toslow fold-
ing would contain the rate-limiting base pair (c,d) ~if
there is a single rate-limiting step!.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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3415J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 118, No. 7, 15 February 2003 Rate-limiting steps in biopolymer folding
FIG. 3. ~A! The native structure of the RNA-like hair
pin. The formation of the shaded stack~5,6,11,12! is an
~designed! on-pathway rate-limiting step.~B! The ei-
genvalue distribution~inset! and the histogram ofC1

(c)

for the slow modems51. ~C! The populational kinetics
in the folding process. The kinetic intermediates corr
spond to the transient accumulation of the conform
tions before the~5,6,11,12! is formed. In all the popu-
lational curve plots presented in this paper, the resu
for the states of which the fractional populations ha
never exceeded 10% during the folding process are
shown.
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nated by the slow modems , corresponding to alarge mag-
nitude of the weighting coefficientCms

(c) in Eq. ~1!, and the

folding would befast if the process is dominated by the fa
modes, corresponding to asmallmagnitude of the weighting
coefficient Cms

(c) . Therefore, for a single rate-limiting ste

case, all conformationsc can be unambiguously classifie
into two ~fast and slow conformational! groups according to
the ~small and large! values ofuCms

(c)u.
Therefore, for a folding reaction starting from the ful

unfolded stateU, the on- and off-pathway rate-limiting step
can be identified in the following way:

~1! if the fully unfolded stateU belongs to the group of the
slow folding initial conformationcs’s that have large
uCms

(cs)u values, there is an on-pathway rate-limiting ste

corresponding to the formation of the structure that
ists in all the fast folding initial conformationcf ’s that
have small values ofuCms

(cf )u;
~2! if the fully unfolded stateU belongs to the fast folding

initial conformationcf ’s that have smalluCms

(cf )u values,

there is an off-pathway rate-limiting step, correspond
to the disruption of the~misfolded! structure that exists
in all the slow folding initial conformationcs’s that have
large values ofuCms

(cs)u.

For a folding process involving multiple rate-limitin
steps, as we will show below, there are multiple slow mod
and for each slow modems , the weighting coefficientuCms

(c)u
has a hierarchical~discrete! distribution for different initial
folding conformationsc, corresponding to the passage of t
different ~combinations! of rate-limiting steps. Therefore, th
chain conformations can be classified into a hierarchy of
ferent subgroups according to theuCms

(c)u values. To find out

all the rate-limiting steps, we can apply the above method
eachof the slow modesms . For each slow modems , the
uCms

(c)u spectrum gives on-pathway rate-limiting steps ifU

belongs to the slowest folding subgroup, and gives o
pathway rate-limiting steps, otherwise.

IV. TEST IN A SIMPLIFIED HAIRPIN FOLDING
KINETICS MODEL

The purpose of the calculations presented in the follo
ing is to illustrate the principle and to test the above ra
Downloaded 18 May 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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limiting step searching method using a simplified hairp
folding model. Because our purpose here is not for the co
plete investigation for hairpin folding kineticsper se, we
choose a minimal model that can have a variety of comp
on- and off-pathway rate-limiting steps in order to simpli
the analysis and to focus on the test for the method. O
strategy is to design rate-limiting steps by assigning pro
entropy and enthalpy parameters for the formation~disrup-
tion! of certain rate-determining intra-chain contacts or ba
stacks~5 adjacent stacking base pairs in nucleic acids!. We
then use the above rate-limiting step searching method
show how to find all thedesignedon- and off-pathway rate-
limiting steps.

We assume that the conformational stability is provid
by the base stacking force, and we use base stacks to
scribe a state.40 We assume an entropic (DS0) and enthalpic
(DH0) change of (DS0 ,DH0)5(25,22) for the formation
of a base stack, unless specified otherwise for certain spe
base stacks involved in the rate-limiting steps in spec
models. All possible hairpin-forming base stacks and loo
are allowed to form in the model. Loop entropies are n
glected in order to simplify the illustrative calculation.
must be pointed out that the sequence-dependent enth
and entropy parameters for the formation~disruption! of the
base stacks and small loops have been experimentally m
sured for RNAs.43 However, here we use such a rather si
plified minimal model for the purpose of ideally simplifyin
the analysis in order to focus on the analysis for the ra
limiting step searching method.

In our simplified model, there are totally 391 hairp
conformational states for a 16-nt chain, and the native str
ture is a hairpin with 6 base stacks; see Fig. 3~A!. The rate
matrix is defined aski→ j5e2DGi j /kBT for the formation or
the disruption of a base stack andki→ j50 otherwise. The
kinetic barrierDGi j is assumed to be entropic and equal
2TDSi j for the formation of a base stack andDGi j is as-
sumed to be enthalpic and equal to2DHi j for the disruption
of a base stack,40 whereDHi j andDSi j are the enthalpic and
entropic change for thei→ j transition. In all the models
presented in the following, the chain has a melting tempe
ture of Tm.0.4.44–47 We will study the equilibration~fold-
ing! kinetics under folding conditions of temperatureT
,Tm .
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 4. ~A! The native structure of the RNA-like hair
pin. The formation of the shaded stacks~2,3,14,15! and
~5,6,11,12! are two~designed! on-pathway rate-limiting
steps.~B! The eigenvalue distribution~inset! and the
histogram ofC1

(c) for the slow modems51. ~C! C3
(c) for

the slow modems53.
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A. On-pathway rate-limiting step

Model. We design an on-pathway rate-limiting foldin
process by assigning a large entropic barrier2DS for the
formation of the native base stack~5,6,11,12!: (DS,DH)
5(215,26).

Eigenvalue spectrum.We found that the rate matrix fo
T50.2 (,Tm) has a single slow modems51 of rate~eigen-
value! l152.08310210 @see Fig. 3~B!#, causing an overal
folding time oft fold;l1

21, which is consistent with the popu
lational kinetics curve shown in Fig. 3~C!.

uCms

(c)u–distribution. As shown in Fig. 3~B!, Cms

(c) for the

slow mode ms51 shows a 2-value distribution:C1
(c)

;0.0017 for all the conformations (c) that have the
~5,6,11,12! base stack formed, andC1

(c);2569.6 for all the
conformations without the~5,6,11,12! stack. Therefore, the
formation of base stack~5,6,11,12! is the~on-pathway! rate-
limiting folding step, and we have found out the~designed!
rate-limiting step.

B. Two on-pathway rate-limiting steps

Model. We extend the above model by assumi
(DS,DH)5(215,26) for both the ~5,6,11,12! and
~2,3,14,15! base stacks, and so the formation of the nat
base stacks~5,6,11,12! and ~2,3,14,15! are expected to be
two rate-limiting steps in series on the folding pathway.

Eigenvalue spectrum.We found that forT 5 0.25, there
are three distinctive slow eigenvalues 2.3231029,8.55
31029 and 3.9031028, corresponding to modesms

51,2,3, respectively@see Fig. 4~B!#.
uCms

(c)u–distribution. As shown in Figs. 4~B! and 4~C!,

Cms

(c) for each slow mode has well separated discrete val
Downloaded 18 May 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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For modesms51 and 3, the group of conformations for th
smallest uCms

(c)u values share the common base stac

~5,6,11,12! and ~2,3,14,15!, respectively. Therefore, the for
mation of native base stacks~5,6,11,12! and ~2,3,14,15! are
two rate-limiting steps. For modems52, conformations with
the smallestuC2

(c)u value have both base stacks formed.

C. Off-pathway rate-limiting process

Model. We assume a large enthalpic barrier2DH for
the disruption of a non-native base stack~1,2,5,6!:
(DS,DH)5(215,26), hence conformations with bas
stack~1,2,5,6! form a kinetic trap@see Fig. 5~A!#. In fact, in
the present simplified model, there is only one hairpin co
formation that can form the base stack~1,2,5,6!.

Eigenvalue spectrum. For the folding kinetics atT
5 0.2 we found that there exists a single slowest modems

51 of rate~eigenvalue! of l159.39310214 @see Fig. 5~B!#.
uCms

(c)u–distribution. As shown in Fig. 5~B!, C1
(c)

;21889 for the conformationc with the~1,2,5,6! base stack
formed, andC1

(c);0.00053 for all other conformations, in
cluding the fully unfolded stateU; see Fig. 5~B!. Therefore,
the dominant rate-limiting step is the disruption of the ba
stack~1,2,5,6!.

In fact, the rate constant for the slow model1 can be
estimated from the rate constant for the disruption of
~1,2,5,6! stack: e2DH/kBT5e26/0.259.36310214, which
agrees exactly with the slowest eigenvaluel1 of the rate
matrix.

Kinetic partitioning .48 The rate-limiting slow kinetic
modes identified above are intrinsic to the energy landsca
However, a molecule starting from a given initial state on t
is
ld-
FIG. 5. ~A! The native and the~designed! trapped
structures with the shaded~1,2,5,6! stack.~B! The ei-
genvalue distribution~inset! and the histogram ofC1

(c)

for the slow modems51. ~C! The populational kinetics
in the folding process. No kinetic intermediate state
formed because the kinetic trap is avoided in the fo
ing process.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 6. ~A! The native and the~designed! trapped
structures with the shaded~1,2,5,6! and ~11,12,15,16!
stacks.~B! The populational kinetics in the folding pro
cess. The kinetic intermediates correspond to the tr
sient accumulation of conformations with~1,2,5,6! and
~11,12,15,16! base stacks. The native population show
a biphasic kinetics.~C! The eigenvalue spectrum~inset!
and the histogram ofC1

(c) for the slow modems51. ~D!
The histogram ofC2

(c) for the slow modems52.
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energy landscape can fold along different pathways in pa
lel, many of which do not necessarily pass through the ra
limiting kinetic traps.48 The overall folding kinetics is no
only determined by the existence of the rate-limiting slo
kinetic modes and the associated kinetic traps, but is
determined by the likelihood for the molecule to pa
through the rate-limiting steps. Mathematically, the like
hood for the molecule to pass through a trapped stater can
be characterized by its transient populationpr(t) given by
the rth component of the vector equation Eq.~1!. Further-
more, for a given starting statec, the peak value ofpr(t)
~5 the maximum transient accumulation of stater in the
kinetic trap! is mainly determined by the coefficientsCms

(c)nms

(r )

in Eq. ~1! for the slow modesms , because the contribution
from the fast modes decay quickly after initial folding
events.

In model C above, as shown in the populational kinet
in Fig. 5~C!, the overall folding timet fold;6.03105 is much
faster than that predicted from the rate-limiting slow mo
which givesl1

21;1.031013. Such ‘‘anomalous’’ fast fold-
ing kinetics arises from the negligible likelihood for the mo
ecule to pass through the kinetic trap. In this case,c is the
initial unfolded stateU, the slow mode isms51, and the
trapped stater is the one with the~1,2,5,6! base stack, we
found the likelihoodC1

(U)n1
(r )5(20.024)(20.00645)!1 is

negligible. Therefore, the molecule would most likely fo
through the fast kinetic modes (m>2), and the rate-limiting
slow mode~and the kinetic trap! is avoided. As a result, the
overall folding time can be estimated asl2

21;63105

(.t fold).
Downloaded 18 May 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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D. Two off-pathway rate-limiting steps

Model. We assign high enthalpic barriers2DH for the
disruption of two non-native base stacks by assum
(DS,DH)5(23,24) and (24.0,24.2) for the formation of
base stacks~1,2,5,6! and~11,12,15,16!, respectively@see Fig.
6~A!#. Therefore, mis-formed non-native base stac
~1,2,5,6! and ~11,12,15,16! are expected to be two kineti
traps.

Eigenvalue spectrum.The first four eigenvalues forT
50.2(,Tm50.4) are 0,26.95310210,21.7331029,
21.6631026. Therefore, there are two distinctive slo
modes (ms51,2) @see Fig. 6~C!#.

uCms

(c)u–distribution. Figures 6~C! and 6~D! show that

the dominantCms

(c) values for the two slow modes are 687

~for ms51) and 2687.0 ~for ms52) for conformationsc
that contain base stacks~11,12,15,16! and ~1,2,5,6!, respec-
tively. Therefore, the two rate-limiting slow modes corr
spond to the breaking of the respective mis-formed b
stacks.

Kinetic partitioning. For a folding from the fully un-
folded stateU, the likelihoods for passing through the tw
kinetic traps Cms

(U)nms

(r ) are 5630.00146;8% and 110

30.00146;16% for ~11,12,15,16! and ~1,2,5,6!, respec-
tively. Because of the small probability of trapping, the ove
all folding kinetics becomes biphasic@see Fig. 6~B!#:

~a! t;l3
21;106: the native population quickly rises to

significant level because the molecule has a large probab
to fold quickly through the fast modes (m>3) without being
trapped;
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. ~A! The native structure and the~designed!
trapped structures with the shaded~1,2,5,6! stack. The
formation of the shaded~5,6,11,12! stack is an~de-
signed! on-pathway rate-limiting folding step.~B! The
populational kinetics in the folding process. The kinet
intermediates correspond to the transient accumulat
of conformations with~1,2,5,6!. The native population
shows a biphasic kinetics.~C! The histogram ofC1

(c) for
the slow modems51. ~D! The eigenvalue spectrum
~inset! and the histogram ofC1

(c) for the slow mode
ms52.
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~b! t;l1
21;l2

21;109: the molecule misfold and refold
to the native state by breaking the mis-formed non-na
base stacks through the slow modes (ms51,2).

E. Mixture of on- and off-pathway rate-limiting steps

Model. Our approach can be applied to complex foldi
process involving both on-pathway and off-pathways ra
limiting steps. We assume (DS),DH)5(23,24) and
(210,24) for the formation of~1,2,5,6! and ~5,6,11,12!,
respectively@see Fig. 7!~A!#. Therefore, the disruption of th
non-native base stack~1,2,5,6! and the formation of native
base stack~5,6,11,12! are expected to be an off-pathway a
an on-pathway rate-limiting step, due to the large entro
barrier and the large enthalpic barrier, respectively.

Eigenvalue spectrum.At temperatureT50.2,Tm , the
native structure is hairpin-like. The first five nonzero eige
values of the rate matrix are21.6831029,23.0631028,
22.2731026,24.8931026,25.1731026. There is clearly
a gap between the second and third nonzero eigenvalue,
responding to two slow modesms51,2 @see Fig. 7~D!#.

uCms

(c)u–distribution. For the ms51 slow mode, the

weighting coefficientC1
(c) values for different initial folding

conformationc’s, as shown in Fig. 7~C!, are clustered around
four discrete values20.000 13, 8161, 1496, and 0.1 forc
5conformations with the~5,6,11,12!, the conformation with
~1,2,5,6!, the fully unfolded state, and all other conform
tions, respectively. Since the fully unfolded stateU does not
belong to the group of the largest weighting coefficient, th
Downloaded 18 May 2003 to 128.206.125.7. Redistribution subject to A
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must exist an off-pathway rate-limiting step in the foldin
process. The conformations of the largestuC1

(c)u value
~58161! contain a single base stack~1,2,5,6!. Therefore, the
breaking of the~1,2,5,6! stack is an off-pathway rate-limiting
step.

For the ms52 slow mode, theC2
(c) coefficients also

show a discrete three-value distribution around 0.021,
and 246 @see Fig. 7~D!# for initial conformations
c5conformations with~5,6,11,12!, the conformation with
~1,2,5,6!, and all other conformations~including the unfolded
state!, respectively. Because the fully unfolded state belon
to the group of conformations of the largestuC1

(c)u value
~546!, there must be an on-pathway rate-limiting step. A
the conformations of the smallestuC1

(c)u value~50.021! con-
tain a common base stack~5,6,11,12! Therefore, the forma-
tion of ~5,6,11,12! is an on-pathway rate-limiting step.

Kinetic partitioning. For the folding from the fully un-
folded stateU, the likelihood for the molecules be trapped
the r 5(1,2,5,6) kinetic trap isCms

(U)nms

(r ).18% (ms51), and

the likelihood for the molecules to fold through the form
tion of the ~5,6,11,12! stack is 75% (ms52). Therefore,
most of the molecules will avoid the~1,2,5,6! trap and fold
quickly after the~5,6,11,12! stack is formed, and the rest o
the molecules will be trapped in the state with the~1,2,5,6!
stack and need to break the~1,2,5,6! base stack before re
folding by passing through the kinetic barrier for the form
tion of the ~11,12,15,16! base stack. Such a ‘‘kinetic
partitioning’’48 process causes a two-time scale folding kin
ics shown in the populational kinetic curves in Fig. 7~B!.
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FIG. 8. ~A! The native structure and 21-nt RNA
hairpin-forming sequence~see Ref. 40!. ~B! The histo-
gram of C1

(c) for the slow modems51 at T540 °C.
They axis represents the number of chain conformati
c’s that have theC1

(c) value represented by thex axis.
~C! The vector components of the eigenvector of t
slowest modems51 ~see Ref. 40!. The x-axis repre-
sents the conformations, and they axis represents the
corresponding components in the eigenvector.
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V. APPLICATIONS TO RNA HAIRPIN FOLDING
KINETICS

In the above sections, we have applied the method to
folding kinetics of model hairpin-like conformations. W
have chosen such a simplified model in order to have
unambiguous way to test the theory, and to demonstrate
connections between the master equation and the com
on- and off-pathway kinetics and the kinetic partitionin
mechanism. In this section, we apply the method to pre
RNA hairpin folding kinetics using realistic chain mode
and experimentally measured energy and entr
parameters.40,43

The sequence and the native structure of the mole
are shown in Fig. 8~A!.40 This 21-nt RNA sequence has to
tally 1603 possible native and non-native secondary st
tures. The temperature dependence of the heat cap
shows a melting temperature ofTm562 °C.40 In the follow-
ing, we investigate the rate-determining steps for the fold
kinetics at folding conditionT540 °C,Tm and at unfolding
conditionT590 °C.Tm , respectively.

TÄ40 °C. The native state occupies 86.3% fractio
population in thermal equilibrium atT540 °C. The eigen-
value spectrum shows that it has a single slow modems

51. As shown in Fig. 8~B!, Cms

(c) for the slow modems51

shows a 2-value distribution:C1
(c);0.007 for all the confor-

mations (c) that have the UCGA base stack formed, a
C1

(c);212.6 for all the conformations without the UCG
stack. Therefore, the formation of the base stack UCGA
the ~on-pathway! rate-limiting folding step. Figure 8~C!
shows the distribution of eigenvector components for
slow modems51. Only the denatured state@labeled as state
1 in Fig. 8~C!# and native state@labeled as state 1585 in Fig
8~C!# are significantly populated, indicating that the dom
nant folding mode is the depletion of the fully extended co
formations into the fully folded native conformation. But th
eigenvector components do not directly reveal the ra
limiting steps. It is theCms

(c) distribution that unambiguously

gives the rate-limiting steps. Physically, the formation of t
UCGA stack involves the largest entropic loss, and thus
rate determining.

TÄ90 °C. The completely unfolded state occupies 98
of the total population in thermal equilibrium atT590 °C.
The eigenvalue spectrum shows that it has a single s
modems51. As shown in Fig. 9~A!, Cms

(c) for the slow mode

ms51 shows a 2-value distribution:C1
(c);217.2 for all

conformations (c) that have the UCGA base stack forme
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andC1
(c);0.05 for all the conformations without the UCG

stack. Therefore, the breaking of base stack UCGA is
~on-pathway! rate-limiting step for the unfolding. Figure
9~B! shows the eigenvector distribution of the slowest mo
ms51. There are multiple significantly populated states
the eigenvector spectrum. All these populated states have
UCGA stack. These~pre-equilibrated40! states reside inside
free energy well separated from the unfolded state by a h
barrier arising from the large enthalpic cost to break
UCGA stack.40

The above results obtained from the current simple a
lytical method, for both the folding and unfolding kinetic
agree well with the conclusions derived from the previo
computationally intensive brute force analysis for the foldi
pathways and energy landscapes40 for the complete confor-
mational ensemble.

VI. SUMMARY

The present transition state searching method can als
applied to the unfolding kinetics, where the rate-limitin
steps involve the breaking of certain critical contacts. T
rate-limiting steps in unfolding can be identified as the d
ruption of the common structure shared by the conformati
(c) with the large value ofuCm

(c)u for the slow modes (ms).
A basic premise of our transition state searching meth

is the discrete distribution of theCms

(c) values for different

folding conformations (c) for the slow modes (ms). The
separation in theCm

(c) values and the gap in the eigenvalu
spectrum are related to each other. For a bumpy free en
landscape at low temperatures, there would be no domin
rate-limiting processes, and there would be no well defin

FIG. 9. ~A! The histogram ofC1
(c) for the slow modems51 at T

590 °C. ~B! The vector components of the eigenvector of the slowest m
ms51 ~see Ref. 40!.
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slow and fast modes, and, in general, there would no se
ration in theCms

(c) value for different conformations for th

slow modes.
Great advances have been made on the master equ

approach to the folding kinetics.9,31,40The analytical method
introduced in this work does not involve Monte Carlo sim
lations, and can identify the rate-limiting steps in an una
biguous and rigorous way. We have used a realistic R
hairpin folding problem as a paradigm, but the rate-limiti
searching method is general and is applicable to more c
plex RNA folding problems. Using efficient computation
algorithms ~e.g., to cluster conformations into pre
equilibrated macrostates,30 the Lanczos algorithm,49 and the
truncation technique for diagonalization of large matrices31!,
we may extend the method to treat large RNAs and ot
biopolymer molecules.
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